
 

 

 



 

 

                                                                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

                                                                              Chapter 1 

 

 

Que1: Write the differential form of Maxwell’s equation in vacuum. 
 
Ans:  
 

 



 

 

Que2: Give physical interpretation of Maxwell’s equation. 

Ans:  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Que3: Write the macroscopic form of Maxwell’s equations 

Ans: 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

Que4: Define Scalar and vector potential in electromagnetism and write electric and magnetic 

fields in terms of potentials. 

Ans: 

 



                       

 

 

 

 

Que5: Derive boundary conditions at interface between two different media. 

Ans: 

 

 

 



       

            

 



        

 



 

 



 

                   



    

Que6: What are Gauge transformations? Explain Coulomb and Lorentz gauge. 

Ans: 

 



 

 

 



 

 

           



 

          

Que7: Explain the concept of Poynting vector and Poynting Theorem. 

Ans: Poynting vector 

 

                                               

 

 

Poynting Theorem 

 



 

Que8: Give Mathematical proof of Poynting theorem. 

Ans: 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

                                                                                        

 

                                                                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                                                    Chapter 2 

 

Que1: Derive solutions for plane waves travelling in (i) vacuum and (ii) isotropic linear 

dielectric medium and show the transverse nature of plane waves. Also calculate the energy 

density and flux. 

Ans: 

 

                                    

                                   

 

                                           

                                   

 



                                          

 

                                                                                                          

 

                                                   

 

                                 

                                  

 

   

                                                  

                                        

 

                                                   



 

 

                                                                         

 

 

                                              

 

 

 Transverse Nature of EM waves                                   

 

 

                                      



 

                         

                            

 

 

 

                    

 

                                                     

 

                                 

 



The time averaged energy density is 

 

Que2 : Derive solutions for plane waves travelling in conducting medium. Also derive the 

expression of (i)Propagation constant (ii) wave impedance (iii) skin depth for a conductor. 

Ans: 

We will consider a plane electromagnetic wave travelling in a linear dielectric medium such as 

air along the z direction and being incident at a conducting interface. The medium will be taken 

to be a linear medium. So that one can describe the electrodynamics using only the E and H 

vectors 

 

                                                                     



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

                                                          

 

                                                   

 



                                               

 

 

 

 



 

 

                                                

 

 

                                                                  

 



 

 

 

                      

 

                                        



 

 

                            

 

 

Que3: Explain EM wave propagation through plasma and derive characteristic plasma 

frequency. 

Ans: 

 

 

 



                             

 

 

                                     

 

 

 

 

 

 



And, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Substituting values of permittivity, electron mass and electronic charge, plasma frequency 

becomes,                                     fc = 9√𝑁0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                                             Chapter 3 

 

 

 

Que1: Derive laws of reflection and refraction for plane waves incident at normal interface 

between two dielectric media. 

Ans:                                          

 

                                                     

 

 



 

 

            Therefore, the magnetic fields associated with the electric fields are given by eq 7.49 

                                                                      

 

 

                                                                                          

 

 

                                                   

 

 



                                                       

 

                                         

 

                                   

 

 

                                          

 

 

   

 

 

Que2: Derive laws of reflection and refraction for plane waves incident at oblique interface 

between two dielectric media and calculate Fresnel coefficients.      

Ans:  



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Que3: Derive Brewster’s angle and explain total internal reflection.  

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

Que4: Explain reflection from metallic surface (normal incidence) 

Ans:  

 



 

 

                                                    

 

                                                                               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                        



                                                                            Chapter 4 

 

 

 

 

Que1: Explain linear, circular and elliptical polarization of light. 
 
Ans: 
Linear Polarization 

A plane electromagnetic wave is said to be linearly polarized. The transverse electric field wave 

is accompanied by a magnetic field wave as illustrated. 

                                               

 

Circularly polarized light consists of two perpendicular electromagnetic plane waves of equal 

amplitude and 90° difference in phase. The light illustrated is right- circularly polarized. 

Circular Polarization 



If light is composed of two plane waves of equal amplitude but differing in phase by 90°, then 

the light is said to be circularly polarized. If you could see the tip of the electric field vector, it 

would appear to be moving in a circle as it approached you. If while looking at the source, the 

electric vector of the light coming toward you appears to be rotating counterclockwise, the light 

is said to be right-circularly polarized. If clockwise, then left-circularly polarized light. The 

electric field vector makes one complete revolution as the light advances one wavelength 

toward you. Another way of saying it is that if the thumb of your right hand were pointing in 

the direction of propagation of the light, the electric vector would be rotating in the direction of 

your fingers.      

     

 

Elliptical Polarization 

Elliptically polarized light consists of two perpendicular waves of unequal amplitude which 

differ in phase by 90°. The illustration shows right- elliptically polarized light. 



 

If the thumb of your right hand were pointing in the direction of propagation of the light, the 

electric vector would be rotating in the direction of your fingers. 

 

Que2: What is dilectric tensor and why is it symmetric in nature? Explain the plan wave 

propgation in anisotropic media and derive Fresnel formula. 

Ans: 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

          

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Que: 3  What are uniaxial and biaxial crystals? 

Ans: For a given propagation direction, in general there are two perpendicular polarizations for 

which the medium behaves as if it had a single effective refractive index. In a uniaxial material, 

these polarizations are called the extraordinary and the ordinary ray (e and o rays), with the 

ordinary ray having the effective refractive index no and ne. On the other hand, a biaxial crystal 

is characterized by three refractive indices α, β, and γ applying to its principal axes. 

 

Que4: Explain the phenomenon of double refraction or birefrigence. 

 Ans:Double refraction, also called birefringence is an optical property in which a single ray of 

unpolarized light entering an anisotropic medium is split into two rays, each traveling in a 

different direction. One ray (called the extraordinary ray) is bent, or refracted, at an angle as it 

travels through the medium; while the other ray (called the ordinary ray) passes through the 

medium unchanged. 

In case of double refraction, the ordinary ray and the extraordinary ray are polarized in planes 

vibrating at right angles to each other. Additionally, the refractive index (a number that 

determines the angle of bending specific for each medium) of the ordinary ray is observed to be 

constant in all directions; on the other hand, the refractive index of the extraordinary ray varies 

according to the direction taken because it has components that are both parallel and 

perpendicular to the crystal’s optic axis. Because the speed of light waves in a medium is equal 

to their speed in a vacuum divided by the index of refraction for that particular wavelength, an 

extraordinary ray can move faster or slower than an ordinary ray. 



Electromagnetic radiation propagates through space with oscillating electric and magnetic field 

vectors alternating in sinusoidal patterns which are perpendicular to one another and to the 

direction of wave propagation. As visible light is composed of both electrical and magnetic 

components, the velocity of light through a substance is significantly determined by the 

electrical conductivity of the material. Light waves travelling through a transparent crystal must 

interact with localized electrical fields during their journey. The relative speed at which 

electrical signals travel through a material varies with the type of signal and its interaction with 

the electronic structure, and is calculated by a property defined as the dielectric constant of the 

material. The relationship defining the interaction between a light wave and a crystal through 

which it passes is governed by the inherent orientation of lattice electrical vectors and the 

direction of the wave's electric vector component. Therefore, a meticulous consideration of the 

electrical properties of an anisotropic material is fundamental to the understanding of light 

wave interaction with the material as it propagates through. 

Que5: Explain the principle of Nicol prism with a schematic. 

Ans: A Nicol prism is a type of polarizer, an optical device made from calcite crystal used to 

produce and analyse plane polarized light. It is made in such a way that it eliminates one of the 

rays by total internal reflection, i.e. the ordinary ray is eliminated and only the extraordinary ray 

is transmitted through the prism. It was the first type of polarizing prism, invented in 1828 by 

William Nicol (1770–1851) of Edinburgh. It consists of a rhombohedral crystal of Iceland spar (a 

variety of calcite) that has been cut at an angle of 68° with respect to the crystal axis, cut again 

diagonally, and then rejoined as shown, using a layer of transparent Canada balsam as a glue. 

                                          

Unpolarized light ray enters through the left face of the crystal, as shown in the diagram, and is 

split into two orthogonally polarized, differently directed rays by the birefringence property of 

the calcite. The ordinary ray, or o-ray, experiences a refractive index of no = 1.658 in the calcite 

and undergoes total internal reflection at the calcite–glue interface because its angle of 

incidence at the glue layer (refractive index n = 1.55) exceeds the critical angle for the interface. 

It passes out the top side of the upper half of the prism with some refraction, as shown. The 

extraordinary ray, or e-ray, experiences a lower refractive index (ne = 1.486) in the calcite and is 

not totally reflected at the interface because it strikes the interface at a sub-critical angle. The 

e-ray merely undergoes a slight refraction, or bending, as it passes through the interface into 



the lower half of the prism. It finally leaves the prism as a ray of plane-polarized light, 

undergoing another refraction, as it exits the far right side of the prism. The two exiting rays 

have polarizations orthogonal (at right angles) to each other, but the lower, or e-ray, is the 

more commonly used for further experimentation because it is again traveling in the original 

horizontal direction, assuming that the calcite prism angles have been properly cut. The 

direction of the upper ray, or o-ray, is quite different from its original direction because it alone 

suffers total internal reflection at the glue interface, as well as a final refraction on exit from the 

upper side of the prism 

Que6: What is a wave plate or retarder? Explain its working principle in detail. 

Ans: A waveplate or retarder is an optical device that alters the polarization state of a light 

wave travelling through it. Two common types of waveplates are the half-wave plate, which 

shifts the polarization direction of linearly polarized light, and the quarter-wave plate, which 

converts linearly polarized light into circularly polarized light and vice versa. A quarter-wave 

plate can be used to produce elliptical polarization as well. 

 

Waveplates are constructed out of a birefringent material (such as quartz or mica), for which 

the index of refraction is different for different orientations of light passing through it. The 

behavior of a waveplate (that is, whether it is a half-wave plate, a quarter-wave plate, etc.) 

depends on the thickness of the crystal, the wavelength of light, and the variation of the index 

of refraction. By appropriate choice of the relationship between these parameters, it is possible 

to introduce a controlled phase shift between the two polarization components of a light wave, 

thereby altering its polarization. 

Principles of operation 

A waveplate works by shifting the phase between two perpendicular polarization components 

of the light wave. A typical waveplate is simply a birefringent crystal with a carefully chosen 

orientation and thickness. The crystal is cut into a plate, with the orientation of the cut chosen 

so that the optic axis of the crystal is parallel to the surfaces of the plate. This results in two 

axes in the plane of the cut: the ordinary axis, with index of refraction no, and the extraordinary 

axis, with index of refraction ne. The ordinary axis is perpendicular to the optic axis. The 

extraordinary axis is parallel to the optic axis. For a light wave normally incident upon the plate, 

the polarization component along the ordinary axis travels through the crystal with a 

speed vo = c/no, while the polarization component along the extraordinary axis travels with a 

speed ve = c/ne. This leads to a phase difference between the two components as they exit the 

crystal. When ne < no, as in calcite, the extraordinary axis is called the fast axisand the ordinary 

axis is called the slow axis. For ne > no the situation is reversed. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phase_(waves)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Birefringence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optic_axis_of_a_crystal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calcite


Que7: How will you differentiate among plane polarised, circularly polarised and elliptically 

polarised light? 

Ans: Plane Polarised Light: The light beam is allowed to fall on Nicol prism. If on rotation of 

Nicol prism, intensity of emitted light can be completely extinguished at two places in each 

rotation, then light is plane polarised. 

Circularly Polarised Light: The light beam is allowed to fall on a Nicol prism. If on rotation of 

Nicol prism the intensity of emitted light remains same, then light is either circularly polarised 

or unpolarised. To differentiate between unpolarised and circularly polarised light, the light is 

first passed through quarter wave plate and then through Nicol prism. Because if beam is 

circularly polarised then after passing through quarter wave-plate an extra difference of λ/ 4 is 

introduced between ordinary and extraordinary component and gets converted into plane 

polarised. Thus on rotating the Nicol, the light can.be extinguished at two plates. If, on the 

other hand, the beam is unpolarised, it remains unpolarised after passing through quarter wave 

plate and on rotating the Nicol, there is no change in intensity of emitted light (Figure 6.18). 

                                

(i) Elliptically Polarised Light. The light beam is allowed to fall on Nicol prism. If on rotation of 

Nicol prism, the intensity of emitted light varies from maximum to minimum, then light is either 

elliptically polarised or a mixture of plane polarized and unpolarised. To differentiate between 

the two, the light is first passed through quarter wave plate and then through Nicol prism. 

Because, if beam is elliptically polarised, then after passing through quarter wave plate, an 

extra path difference of λ/ 4 is introduced between 0-ray and E-ray and get converted into 

plane polarized Thus, on rotating the Nicol, the light can be extinguished l’lt two places. If, on 

the other hand, beam is mixture of polarised and unpolarised it remains mixture after passing 

through quarter wave plate and on rotating the Nicol intensity of emitted light varies from 

maximum to minimum. 



                         

Que8: Explain briefly the working of Babinet-Soleil Compensator. 

Ans: A Babinet-Soleil Compensator is a continuously variable zero-order retarder (wave plate) 

that can be used over a broad spectral range. The variable retardance is attained  by adjusting 

the position of a long birefringent wedge with respect to a short fixed birefringent wedge. The 

wedge angle and fast axis orientation is the same for both wedges so as to hve uniform 

retardance across the entire clear aperture of the Babinet compensator. 

 

A compensator plate is connected to the fixed wedge, with its fast axis orthogonal to both the 

fast axis of the wedges and the propagation direction of the light. When the long birefringent 

wedge is arranged such that the total thickness of the two stacked wedges is equal to the 

thickness of the compensator plate, the net retardance of light passing through the Soleil-

Babinet compensator is zero. The position of the long wedge can then be adjusted with a 

micrometer in order to create a retardance transmitted beam of light. 

 

 



                      

 

Que 9: Differentiate Positive and negative uniaxial crystals. 

Ans: Uniaxial birefringence is classified as positive when the extraordinary index of refraction 

ne is greater than the ordinary index no. Negative birefringence means that Δn = ne – no is 

negative. In other terms , the polarization of the fast (or slow) wave is perpendicular to the 

optical axis when the birefringence of the crystal is positive (or negative, respectively). 

 

                                                                           

 

                                                                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                                         Chapter 5 

 

Que 1: Explain rotary polarization of light. 

Ans: 

Rotary Polarization 

When a beam of plane polarized light propagates through certain substances or crystals, the 

plane of polarization of the emergent beam rotated through a certain angle.  

 This phenomenon is called rotatory polarization and this property of the crystal and 

other substances is called optical activity or optical rotation and substances which show this 

property are called optically active substances. 

Que 2: Discuss Biot’s law of optical rotation? 

Ans: He showed (Biot’s Law) that the amount of rotation of the plane of polarization of light 

passing through an optically active medium is proportional to the length of its path, and to the 

concentration, if the medium is a solution of an active solute in an inactive solvent, and that the 

rotation is roughly inversely proportional to the square of the wavelength of the light 

                                   

 

Que 3: Explain Fresnel’s theory of optical rotation and give mathematical proof. 

Ans: 
Fresnel Theory 

 

• This explanation was based on the following assumptions: 

1. A plane polarized light falling on an optically active medium along its optic axis splits up 

into two circularly polarized vibrations of equal amplitudes and rotating in opposite 

directions –one clockwise and other anticlockwise. 



2. In an optically inactive substance these two circular components travel with the same 

speed along the optic axis. Hence at emergence they give rise to a plane polarized light 

without any rotation of the plane of polarization. 

3. In an optically active crystal, like quartz, two circular components travel with different 

speeds so that relative phase difference is developed between them. 

4. In dextro-rotatory substance vr>vl and in leavo rotatory substance vl>vr.. 

5. On emergence from an optically active substance the two circular vibrations recombine 

to give plane polarized light whose plane of vibration has been rotated w.r.t that of 

incident light through a certain angle depends on the phase diff between the two 

vibrations. 

Mathematical Treatment 

 



 

 

 

 



 

Que4 : Define specific rotation of an optically active substance. 

Ans: The specific rotation of an optically active substance at a given temperature for a given 

wavelength of light is defined as the rotation (in degrees) produced by the path of one 

decimeter length in a substance of unit density (concentration) 

                     

10
    or      (If  is in cm)T T

C C
 

 
 = =

 

The unit of specific rotation is deg.(decimeter)-1(gm/cc)-1  

The molecular rotation is given by the product of the specific rotation and molecular weight of 

the substance 

Specific rotation for solids 

                         
l or l   =

  

The specific rotation of an optically active solid substance at a given temperature for a given 

wavelength of light is defined as the rotation (in degrees) produced by the path of 1 mm length 

in a substance. 

Que5: What is a polarimeter? 



Ans: It is a device which is used to measure the optical rotation produced by an optically active 

substance. By measuring the angle e the specific rotation of an optically active substance can be 

determined. 

Two types of polarimeters are generally used in the laboratory now a days: 

(a) Laurent’s Half Shade Polarimeter 

(b) Biquartz  Polarimeter 

 

Que6: Explain working of Laurent’s Half Shade Polarimeter in detail.  

Ans: Construction: It consists of a monochromatic source S which is placed at focal point of a 

convex lens L. Just after the convex lens there is a Nicol Prism P which acts as a polariser. H is a 

half shade device which divides the field of polarised light emerging out of the Nicol P into two 

halves generally of unequal brightness. T is a glass tube in which optically active solution is 

filled. The light after passing through T is allowed to fall on the analyzing Nicol A which can be 

rotated about the axis of the tube. The rotation of analyser can be measured with the help of a 

scale C. Laurent’s half shade polarimeter is shown in Figure 6.22. 

                                                 

 

 

Working: In order to understand the need of a half shade device, let us suppose that half shade 

device is not present. The position of the analyzer is so adjusted that the field of view is dark 

when tube is empty. The position of the analyzer is noted on circular scale. Now the tube is 

filled with optically active solution and it is set in its proper position. The optically active 

solution rotates the plane of polarization of the light emerging out of the polariser P by some 

angle. So the light is transmitted by analyzer A and the field of view of telescope becomes 

bright. Now the analyzer is rotated by a finite angle so that the field of view of telescope again 



become dark. This will happen only when the analyzer is rotated by the same angle by which 

plane of polarization of light is rotated by optically active solution. 

The position of analyzer is again noted. The difference of the two readings will give you angle of 

rotation of plane of polarization. 

A difficulty is faced in the above procedure that when analyzer is rotated for the total darkness, 

then it is attained gradually and hence it is difficult to find the exact position correctly for which 

complete darkness is obtained. 

To overcome above difficulty half shade device is introduced between polariser P and glass 

tube T. 

Half Shade Device 

It consists of two semicircular plates ACB and ADC. One half ACB is made of glass while other 

half is made of quartz. Both the halves are cemented together. The quartz is cut parallel to the 

optic axis. Thickness of the quartz is selected in such a way that it introduces a path difference 

of  ‘A/2 between ordinary and extraordinary ray. The thickness of the glass is selected in such a 

way that  it absorbs the same amount of light as is absorbed by quartz half. 

                                        

Let us consider that the vibration of polarisation is along OP. On passing through the  glass half 

the vibrations remain along OP. But on passing through quartz half these vibrations will split 

into 0- and £-components. The £-components are parallel to the optic axis while O-  component 

is perpendicular to optic axis. The O-component travels faster in quartz and hence an 

emergence 0-component will be along OD instead of along OC. Thus components OA and OO 

will combine to  form a resultant vibration along OQ which makes same angle with optic axis as 

OP. Now if the Principal plane of the analyzing Nicol is parallel to OP then the light will pass 

through glass half unobstructed. Hence glass half will be brighter than quartz half or we can say 

that glass half will be bright and the quartz half will be dark. Similarly if principal plane of 

analyzing  Nicol is parallel to OQ then quartz half will be bright and glass half will be dark. 



When the principal plane of analyzer is along AOB then both halves will be equally bright. On 

the other hand if the principal plane of analyzer is along DOC. then both the halves will be 

equally dark. 

Thus it is clear that if the analyzing Nicol is slightly disturbed from DOC then one half becomes 

brighter than the other. Hence by using half shade device, one can measure angle of rotation 

more accurately. 

Determination of Specific Rotation 

In order to determine specific rotation of an optically active substance (say sugar) the 

polarimeter tube T is first filled with pure water and analyzer is adjusted for equal darkness 

(Both the halves should be equally dark) point. The position of the analyzer is noted with the 

help of scale. Now the polarimeter tube is filled with sugar solution of known concentration and 

again the analyser is adjusted in such a way that again equally dark point is achieved. The 

position of the analyzer is again noted. The difference of the two readings will give you angle of 

rotation θ. Hence specific rotation S is determined by using the relation. 

                                                                         [S]t λ =θ /LC 

The above procedure may be repeated for different concentration. 

 

 

 

                                                                            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                                      Chapter 6 

 

Que1: What is an optical waveguide. 

Ans: An optical waveguide is a physical structure that guides electromagnetic waves in the 

optical spectrum. They are used as components in integrated optical circuits, as the 

transmission medium in long distances for light wave communications, or for biomedical 

imaging. 

 

 

Fig. 1 shows the configuration of a typical planar dielectric waveguide. A slab of dielectric 

material, called film or core, surrounded by media of lower refractive indexes, called cover and 

subtract as the upper and lower, respectively 

                     



 

 

 

 

Que2: Derive the wave equation for a slab waveguide. 

Ans: 

 

 

 



                    

                                    

 

 



 

 

                          

 

 



 

Que3: Derive Transverse Electric (TE) and Transverse Magnetic modes of waveguides. 

Ans: 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



                

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

                                        



 

 

Que4: Derive the mode number and cut-off condition in optical waveguide. 

Ans: 

 

      by 
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                                                                           Chapter 7 

 

Que 1: Explain Optical fibre using a schematic. 

Ans: Optical fibers are fine transparent glass or plastic fibers which can propagate light. They 

work under the principle of total internal reflection from diametrically opposite walls. In this 

way light can be taken anywhere because fibers have enough flexibility. This  property makes 

them suitable for data communication, design of fine endoscopes, micro sized microscopes etc. 

An optic fiber  consists of a core that is surrounded by a cladding  which are normally made of 

silica glass or plastic. The core  transmits an optical signal while the  cladding  guides the light 

within the core. Since  light is guided through the fiber it is sometimes called an optical wave 

guide. The basic construction of an optic fiber is shown in figure (1). 

                                     

 

Que 2: Explain and calculate the numerical aperture of an optical fibre. 

Ans: In order to understand the propagation of light through an optical fibre, consider the 

figure (2). Consider a light ray (i) entering the core at a point A , travelling through the core until 

it reaches the core cladding boundary at point B. As long as the light ray intersects the core-



cladding boundary at a small  angles, the ray will be reflected back in to the core to travel on to 

point C where the process of reflection is repeated .ie., total internal reflection takes place. 

Total internal reflection occurs only when the angle of incidence is greater than the critical 

angle.  If a ray enters an optic fiber at a steep angle(ii), when this ray intersects the core-

cladding boundary, the angle of intersection is too large. So, reflection back in to the core does 

not take place and the light ray is lost in the cladding. This means that to be guided through an 

optic fibre, a light ray must enter the core with an angle less than a particular angle called the 

acceptance angle of the fibre. A ray which enters the fiber with an angle greater than the 

acceptance angle will be lost in the cladding. 

                                                              

 

Consider an optical fibre having a core  of refractive index n1 and cladding of refractive index n2. 
let the incident light makes an angle i with the core axis as shown in figure (3). Then the light 
gets refracted at an angle θ and fall on the core-cladding interface at an angle where, 

                   ---------------------- (1) 
By Snell’s law at the point of entrance of light in to the optical fiber we get, 
  

   -------------------- (2) 
Where n0 is refractive index of medium outside the fiber. For air n0 =1. 
 
When light travels from core to cladding it moves from denser to rarer medium and so it may 
be totally reflected back to the core medium if θ' exceeds the critical angle θ'c. The critical 
angle is that angle of incidence in denser medium (n1) for which angle of refraction become 
90°. Using Snell’s laws at core cladding interface, 
 



                    

 

                                                                               

                                            or 

                                                                                  ----------------------- (3) 

  
Therefore, for light to be propagated within the core of optical fiber as guided wave, the angle 
of incidence at core-cladding interface should be greater than θ'c. As i increases,  θ increases 
and so θ' decreases. Therefore, there is maximum value of angle of incidence beyond which, it 
does not propagate rather it is refracted in to cladding medium ( fig: 3(b)). This maximum value 
of i say im is called maximum angle of acceptance and  n0 sin im is termed as the numerical 
aperture (NA). 
From equation(2), 
  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

From equation (2)   



  

Therefore,   

  

 

  

The significance of NA is that light entering in the cone of semi vertical angle im only propagate 
through the fibre. The higher the value of imor NA more is the light collected for propagation in 
the fibre. Numerical aperture is thus considered as a light gathering capacity of an optical fibre. 
Numerical Aperture is defined as the Sine of half  of the angle of fibre’s light acceptance cone.  
i.e. NA= Sin θa where θa, is called acceptance cone angle. 
 
Let the spot size of the beam at a distance d (distance between the fiber end and detector) as 
the radius of the spot(r). Then, 

     ------------------------ (4) 

 

 

 

 

Que3: Differentiate between single and multiple mode optical mode fibres.  
Ans: 

Single Mode Fiber Optic Cable 

 

Single Mode fiber optic cable has a small diametral core that allows only one mode of light to 
propagate. Because of this, the number of light reflections created as the light passes through 
the core decreases, lowering attenuation and creating the ability for the signal to travel further. 
This application is typically used in long distance, higher bandwidth runs by Telcos, CATV 
companies, and Colleges and Universities. 
Left: Single Mode fiber is usually 9/125 in construction. This means that the core to cladding 
diameter ratio is 9 microns to 125 microns. 

                                                                     
  

https://www.multicominc.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/fiber-optic-cable-internal-structure-singlemode.jpg


Multimode Fiber Optic Cable 

Multimode fiber optic cable has a large diametral core that allows multiple modes of light to 
propagate. Because of this, the number of light reflections created as the light passes through 
the core increases, creating the ability for more data to pass through at a given time. Because 
of the high dispersion and attenuation rate with this type of fiber, the quality of the signal is 
reduced over long distances. This application is typically used for short distance, data and 
audio/video applications in LANs. RF broadband signals, such as what cable companies 
commonly use, cannot be transmitted over multimode fiber. 
Above: Multimode fiber is usually 50/125 and 62.5/125 in construction. This means that the 
core to cladding diameter ratio is 50 microns to 125 microns and 62.5 microns to 125 microns. 

                                             
 
 

Que 4: Give a qualitative difference between step- index and graded-index multimode fibre. 
Ans: 

Step-Index Multimode Fiber 

Due to its large core, some of the light rays that make up the digital pulse may travel a direct 

route, whereas others zigzag as they bounce off the cladding. These alternate paths cause the 

different groups of light rays, referred to as modes, to arrive separately at the receiving point. 

The pulse, an aggregate of different modes, begins to spread out, losing its well-defined shape. 

The need to leave spacing between pulses to prevent overlapping limits the amount of 

information that can be sent. This type of fiber is best suited for transmission over short 

distances. 

 

Graded-Index Multimode Fiber 

Contains a core in which the refractive index diminishes gradually from the center axis out 

toward the cladding. The higher refractive index at the center makes the light rays moving 

down the axis advance more slowly than those near the cladding. Due to the graded index, light 

in the core curves helically rather than zigzag off the cladding, reducing its travel distance. The 

shortened path and the higher speed allow light at the periphery to arrive at a receiver at about 

https://www.multicominc.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/fiber-optic-cable-internal-structure-multimode.jpg


the same time as the slow but straight rays in the core axis. The result: digital pulse suffers less 

dispersion. This type of fiber is best suited for local-area networks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


